
The Love Story of JK and Michelle 

 

Now, we all know why we are here, but not everyone knows just 

how this relationship got to this point. So, I would like to share 

with you JK and Michelle’s Love Story.  

 

The Love Story of JK and Michelle began when JK reviewed the 

birthday list in the Wal-Mart break room and realized that he 

shared the same birthday as two coworkers… 

(“1 JK and Michelle first meet”) 

 

Although they started talking and finding shared interests, it took 

a while for JK and Michelle to realize they were actually interested 

in each other...   

(“2 JK makes a move to date Michelle”) 

 

From that first date, JK and Michelle knew this relationship was 

special and after a few Walking Dead viewing parties, JK got the 

nerve to give Michelle a first kiss…  

(“3 JK asks Michelle to be official”) 

 

Even though it took them a while to figure out they liked each 

other, it didn’t take long for them to realize that it wasn’t just like 

each other, it was love… 

(“4 JK and Michelle knew this was the one”) 



So as time went on, Michelle mentioned that she just might be 

interested in marriage down the road… 

(“5 JK and Michelle describe the proposal”) 

 

By that point, JK had already purchased the ring and had it 

hidden... 

(“6 JK and Michelle describe the proposal”) 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I would like to share with you how 

Michelle and JK ended their Love Story.  They will each be 

hearing these words for the first time.   

 

I asked Michelle what makes JK the perfect man for her… 

(“7 Michelle tells why JK is perfect”) 

 

Then I asked JK why Michelle is perfect for him… 

(“8 JK tells why Michelle is perfect”) 

 

Friends, Family, for their first dance as husband and wife,  

please welcome JK and Michelle Haynes… 

("Can’t Help Falling in Love" by Kina Grannis)  


